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Very few things stand in the way of the mapping and photo-
grammetry team at GRW Aerial Surveys, Inc. From their winning
attitudes, to the high tech equipment they use, GRW pushes
the limits of aerial imaging.

With branch offices spanning from Texas to Ohio, GRW is
certainly not limited geographically. In fact, with five locations

and over 200 professionals onboard, the company has grown
into one of the most successful firms in the aerial industry, able
to accomplish some of the most demanding projects.

One such project involved mapping US Air Force bases and Air
National Guard bases across the country, for the Department of
Defense. The surveys required extreme precision, rigid quality
control and specialized clearance from the government. The
nationwide contract was part of an extensive Master Planning
assessment project taken on by GRW.

The team at GRW met the high-standards of the Department of
Defense head-on. They practiced strict quality-control
procedures to ensure accurate results. Production manager
Gerry Wingate, had confidence in his highly qualified pilots and
photographers to meet the unique demands of the assignment.

"With more than 20,000 hours of flight experience, our crews
were well-suited for the task," said Wingate. "Chief Mapping
Pilot, Jose Salas, and Senior Aerial Photographer, Roger Norvell,
have been with GRW for more than a decade, producing award-
winning work on a variety of challenging projects."

Currently the crew is onboard with another project gathering
critical data for the National Airspace System. GRW photo-
graphers are taking pictures of airports in dozens of states in
the North, South and Midwest to meet National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) specifications. The images
are used to provide airport geodetic control, runway measure-
ments, navigational aid, obstruction information, and other
aeronautical data that is crucial to the operation of our nation's
airways.

Since 1990, GRW has used Agfa film for these and other
demanding projects. Agfa’s Aviphot X-100 allows GRW to
produce high-quality color digital orthophotos time after time. 
(continued on page 3)

GRW's Chief Pilot (left) Jose Salas and Chief Photographer Roger Norvell with the
Cessna T310-R turbo-charged twin engine aircraft with GPS navigation system.

Pushing the Limits of the Sky
GRW Aerial Surveys, Inc. 



They say the early bird gets the worm. If that’s the case, the early bird with
the best aerial view might get even more worms. 

Ace Aerial Photography Inc., based in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, began
searching for their worms in 1947. Ace was the first aerial photography
company to lay claim to the skies over Oklahoma.  

Prior to World War II, Wil
Moore, Ace Aerial’s president,
worked with the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
using aerial photographs to
compute acreages. During
WWII Moore was a pilot
teaching aerial photography,
navigation and bombing to
pilots and other personnel.
After the war, Moore went with
the CAA, the forerunner of FAA,
as a pilot and instructor. His
interest in aerial photography
continued and he started his
own company by taking
pictures of the aftermath of
Oklahoma’s Woodward Tornado
in 1947.

In the early years of aerial
photography, Moore spent
many hours teaching people
how to use aerial photographs.
He introduced aerial photographs
to many companies and corporations, explaining how photo interpretation
and aerial photographs were beneficial in land use, both surface and
subterranean. 

For more than 50 years, Ace has made aerial photographs of Oklahoma and
the surrounding areas. During this time, Moore was involved in providing
aerial photographs of natural and man-made disasters, including a major
tornado in 1999 and the bombing of the Murrah building in Oklahoma City.
He provided extensive photographs of the Murrah Building to the FBI and
other law enforcement agencies.  

But deadly acts of nature and humans aren’t the only subjects Ace has
been at the forefront in documenting. Moore is the official aerial
photographer for the University of Oklahoma Athletic Department and
provides aerial photographs of the football games and other athletic
activities. He also provides extensive aerial photographs for other
Universities and Colleges in Oklahoma.

"We have compiled the largest historical library of aerial photographs in
the state of Oklahoma," says Richard Shaver, Ace Aerial’s senior pilot and
operations manager.  "Additionally, Ace has been a leading force in
promoting aerial photography for use in industrial development,
engineering projects, pipelines, highways, Urban Renewal, housing
developments and ecology."

Over the years, people came to recognize the value of aerial photography.
For Ace, that meant investing in the right equipment to continue providing
the best quality product. 

Today, Ace is a full-service aerial photography firm that offers Photo
Mosaics, Scanning/Digitizing, Oblique Photography (Color & B/W), Digital

Ortho Photography,
Topographic/Planimetric
Mapping, Full Color/B&W Lab
and GIS Services. Their clients
represent anyone that deals
with land, surface or
subterranean exploration,
including oil companies,
commercial land developers,
population surveyors, and
various state, county and
Federal government programs.
Their clients come from all
corners of the United States,
and several foreign countries.  

"Ace is unique because of our
early beginning in the aerial
photography market. We’ve
maintained an outstanding
product and a reliable, prompt
service throughout the half
century that we have been in
business," Shaver said. 

Incorporating the latest in
technology and helping their customers understand how technology can
work for them has been the key to Ace’s ability to stay ahead of the
competition. "But above all," Shaver said, "we want customers to come
back time and time again, not only for our high quality products, but
because when they work with Ace, they get a company that puts honesty
and integrity above
all else.  

"We always furnish
a product that is
guaranteed in
quality and service
at a fair price. Our
product is our
primary
advertising,"
Shaver said. "If you
can design a
product that meets
the need of the
individual customer
at a fair price and establish a reputation for honesty and reliability, then
you’ve got it made. Of course, it also helps to choose your partners wisely.”

The Early Bird the Gets the Worm

Chief Pilot Jose Salas at the control panel.

Ace Aerial Photography Inc.

Murrah Building disaster in Oklahoma City
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Charged Aircraft and a Piper Aztec Twin Engine Turbo-Charged Aircraft, both
equipped with GPS navigation systems. Photographers utilize two ZeissRMK
TOP 15/23 systems, equipped with forward motion compensation and gyro-
stabilized mounting, and one Jena LMK 1015 system.

GRW recently enhanced its equipment mix with a LiDAR (Light Detection and
Ranging) data acquisition system. Using an Optech ALTM 33kHz laser system
GRW is able to capture high-resolution surface data at a rate of 33,000 points
per second. The system is especially useful when shooting in large areas and

corridors that have dense foliage. It also allows GRW to continue working in
low light and weather conditions deemed unsuitable for conventional
photography.

"With the advent of LiDAR technology we can produce mapping projects any
time of the year, regardless of sun angle, and regardless of daylight or
darkness," said Wingate.

Nothing seems to get in the way as this crew flies towards the future. With
high-tech equipment and ready-for-anything staff, maybe the sky really isn't
the limit for GRW. The team proves unstoppable on the toughest projects as
they strive to set a leading pace in the industry and push the limits of the sky. 

Six Flags Kentucky Kingdom in Louisville KY, taken by GRW using Agfa X-100 film.

Though the company began by using Kodak film and equipment, six years
ago, Ace converted to all of Agfa’s aerial film and related products
exclusively. 

"We chose Agfa because of the outstanding technical support and the
quality control of the products," Shaver said. By switching to Agfa, Ace was
able to provide customers with an improved product and more efficient
service, resulting in an increase in business.

"Agfa is the best supplier of the products we use and has the most
outstanding technical support. Ace is indebted to Agfa for the progress we
have made in the past six years." 

GRW Aerial (continued from cover)

Agfa film also enhances other steps GRW uses, because it produces a sharp
original image, which then yields better results throughout the scanning,
charting and digitizing stages of the mapping process. 

GRW also uses Agfa's Super 480 Processor with Gevatone chemistry, a
combination that has proven to be both consistent and reliable when
producing continuous tone prints, diapositves, and enlargements. 

"Reliable equipment plays a key role in producing the best images," said
Ken Sallade, GRW's Photo Lab Manager. "Pair that with the highest quality
control procedures, a knowledgeable staff and commitment to excellent
service and you have a winning business," said Sallade, "That's the
philosophy at GRW."

The philosophy seems to be working.  Up to 90% of their clients return to
GRW for additional projects. 

GRW Aerial Surveys has nearly 30 years of success on their wings, and they
continue to grow and expand their services for the future. The company was
formed in 1975, as a subsidiary of GRW Engineers, Inc. Today, the company is
headquartered in Kentucky with offices in Texas, Indiana, Tennessee and
Ohio.

In-house services at GRW encompass every aspect of aerial mapping:
photogrammetry, GPS surveying, GIS, engineering, and design.  Using GIS and
engineering technologies, GRW can link their maps to a web-based utility
and engineering data, providing unique services to cities, counties, states,
federal government, utility providers and private clients.

Part of what makes GRW's imaging services seem unlimited is the varied
equipment mix they use. The crew flies a Cessna T310-R Twin Engine Turbo-

Ace Pilots Richard Shaver (left) and Larry Hudson.

GRW’s Cessna and Piper Aztec turbo-charged, twin-engine aircraft based at
the Bluegrass Airport in Lexington, KY.



For the latest update on aerial products visit
http://aerial.agfa.com

Agfa Corportation
Aerial Photography
100 Challenger Road
Ridgefield Park, NJ 07632
Tel. 201.440.2500

E-mail: john.brandes@agfa.com

Q&A

Question: Although a lot of the imagery we produce is
in softcopy, there is still a need for color prints in hardcopy.
Will Agfa continue to offer color papers?

Answer: Yes, Agfa will continue to offer a selection of color
papers for both contact prints and color laser imaging equipment.
In addition to the standard photographic papers, Agfa offers a
large selection of digital inkjet media and the :Sherpa line of
wide format digital inkjet printers.  For many years, Agfa has set
new standards in digital color proofing in the graphic arts
industry with the :Sherpa digital proofing printers and Agfa inkjet
media.  This excellent, industry-proven technology, is now
available to the aerial and industrial markets with a complete
line of :Sherpa printers from 24" up to 87" in width.  The latest
:Grand Sherpa Universal printer, using Agfa’s Eco Solvent ink
technology, can print on any media including vinyl, coated or
uncoated, and is able to withstand exposure outdoors for up to
five years. The resolution of these new digital printers is truly
photographic in quality due to Agfa’s experience in dot
management software. I encourage anyone who is considering
the transition to digital output to contact an Agfa representative
for full details on this exciting product line. Agfa considers the
combination of Agfa Aerial films, scanned and converted to
digital workflow, with hardcopy digital output on the latest
generation of :Sherpa printers, to be unbeatable.

b y  J o h n  B r a n d e s

Important Information On Aviphot
Packaging
Since the end of last year, Agfa has introduced additional
information to be included on the standard Aviphot Aerial film
labels. To help you understand the coding, an example is shown
below. The extra data are printed on the label of the cardboard
box. An extra label is also put on the plastic can. This label can be
used to stay with the film after imaging or processing.


